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Loyalty rewarded with SOUND PUMP  
Jung Pumpen gives away high-quality Bluetooth speakers   

  
Starting immediately, Jung Pumpen product registrations will be rewarded with 
another highlight. Every sanitary installation company will receive a Sound 
Pump as a gift for every five products registered. The high-quality Bluetooth 
speaker in pump shape can be connected to all common smartphones and 
ensures a good atmosphere on the construction site or in the office. The 
promotion lasts until the end of 2023.  

 
The SOUND PUMP 
The Sound Pump is a powerful Bluetooth speaker shaped like the new U3 pump that 

Jung Pumpen is currently launching on the market. The speaker, which is about 20 

cm high, has an output of 20 W and features Bluetooth version 5.0. After charging the 

battery, the device runs for up to 8 hours or permanently via a USB-C cable. By 

connecting it to a smartphone, you can play your own playlists, internet radio or 

podcasts, for example. The Sound Pump is waterproof and dustproof (protection class 

IP67) and can be operated indoors and outdoors.  

 

Register 5 products and get 1 SOUND PUMP for free  
On the new website www.u3k.de, in the Sound Pump rubric, more details and a video 

about the loudspeaker can be found. You can also register your product here or at 

www.hauptsachejung.de. As before, the wastewater pumps (U3/U5/U6) as well as 

Compli lifting stations can be registered by sanitary installation or plumbing 

companies. From now on (01.01.2022), every fifth registered product will additionally 

be rewarded with a Sound Pump. A maximum of 5 Bluetooth Speakers can be 

awarded per company. 
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Pentair Jung Pumpen – Quality made in Germany 

For more than 95 years, JUNG PUMPEN has been an expert in wastewater disposal 
for private, industrial and municipal customers. As a system provider for building 
services, wastewater technology and pressure drainage, the company is one of the 
market leaders in Germany. JUNG PUMPEN is a subsidiary of Pentair plc with 9,500 
employees in 25 countries. 

 
Pic 5: The SOUND PUMP is a high-quality Bluetooth speaker in pump shape. For 

every 5 products registered, the sanitary installation or plumbing company will receive 

1 SOUND PUMP for free. 
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